Trends in Enterprise Mobility …

The need for business agility along with changing employee behaviors will require enterprises to mitigate operational risk associated with mobility

- 1 Billion smart phones and 1.2 Billion Mobile workers by 2014
- Large enterprises expect to triple their smartphone user base by 2015

- 46% of large enterprises supporting personally-owned devices
- Billions of downloads from App Stores; longer term trend for app deployment

Increasing Demand for Enterprise Applications

- 46% of large enterprises supporting personally-owned devices
- Billions of downloads from App Stores; longer term trend for app deployment

Security Requirements Becoming More Complex

- Threats from rogue applications and social engineering expected to double by 2013
- 50% of all apps send device info or personal details
Adapting to the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) to Work Trend
- Device Management & Security
- Application management

Achieving Data Separation
- Privacy
- Corporate Data protection

Providing secure access to enterprise applications & data
- Secure connectivity
- Identity, Access & Authorization

Developing Secure Mobile Apps
- Vulnerability testing

Designing an Adaptive Security Posture
- Policy Management
- Security Intelligence

Security and Privacy cited as the number one mobile adoption concern
- 2011 IBM Tech Trends Report
Mobile devices are not only computing platforms but also communication devices, hence mobile security is multi-faceted, driven by customers’ operational needs.
Mobile Security Enabled with IBM Solutions

IBM can bring together a broad portfolio of technologies and services to meet the mobile security needs of customers across multiple industries.
Enterprise Use Case Pattern: Security from Devices to Mobile Apps
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Customer Objective:

Build Secure Mobile Apps to Drive Efficient Business Processes

Develop, deliver and deploy secure mobile applications to streamline business activities while also delivering a rich user experience

Business Need:
- Tools to develop and test secure mobile applications
- A channel for delivering vetted mobile applications to employees, customers and partners
- A light-weight application platform that provides secure runtime for mobile apps

Solution:
Integrate mobile application development and testing tools into a secure mobile application platform that:
- Provides libraries/tools to secure mobile apps & data
- Tailors enterprise policies for mobile use patterns
- Provides integrity in a delivery channel for enterprise apps
- Easily extends client capabilities to verify apps, secure app content, initiate secure connections etc.

Benefits:
- Customers, employees and partners delivered rich user experiences to which they are accustomed
- High value business processes standardized within an app leading to higher productivity
- Security guidelines enforced by tools and application platform
Application Security Solution: WorkLight

**Security by Design**
- Develop secure mobile apps using corporate best practices
- Code Obfuscation

**Protecting Mobile App Data**
- Encrypted local storage for data
- Offline user access
- Challenge response on startup
- App Authenticity Validation
- Enforcement of organizational security policies

**Enforcing Security Compliance**
- Direct Updates
- Integration with User Security Solutions

**App Management**
- Analytics
- Remote Disabling of apps
Application Security Solution: AppScan

Detection of Vulnerabilities before Apps are Delivered and Deployed
- Known vulnerabilities can be addressed in software development and testing
- Code vulnerable to known threat models can be identified in testing
- Security designed in vs. bolted on

Apps vulnerable To Client-side JavaScript vulnerabilities

40%

Applications with issues in 3rd Party JavaScript code

90%
Customer Objective:

**Offer Secure Access to Corporate Resources to Spur Productivity**

Enable mobile employees, partners and customers to be more productive in generating business value by offering secure access to back-end systems.

**Business Need:**
- Make corporate data and services accessible to mobile employees without exposing systems to unauthorized users
- Enable mobile collaboration with partners or customers and ensure those trust relationships are not compromised

**Solution:**
- Deploy mobile identity/access management and network protection solutions that:
  - Offers single sign-on for multiple mobile apps accessing various back-end services
  - Enables policy-based authorization
  - Provides options for securing channels of communication
  - Delivers consistent enterprise network protection from malicious activity and users

**Benefits:**
- Empowered employees contribute to the organization’s responsiveness and agility
- Effective real-time collaboration with partners and customers
- Organization achieves productivity gains
- Realize cost savings by a single infrastructure to safeguard multiple back-end systems
User Security Solution: IBM Web Access Manager for Mobile

Delivers user security by authenticating & authorizing the user along with their device. Supports open standards applicable to mobile such as OAuth.

IBM Access Manager can be used to satisfy complex authentication requirements. A feature called the External Authentication Interface (EAI) is designed to provide flexibility in authentication.

Federated Identity Manager can be incorporated into the solution to provide federated identity management.
Solution: IBM Mobile Connect

Delivers secure connectivity from mobile devices to back-end systems and adapts to a mobile user's unique requirements such as roaming support and cost-based routing.

A high availability intelligent solution providing:

✓ Mobile VPN
✓ SSL VPN
✓ Least cost routing & data optimization
✓ End-to-end encryption
Customer Objective:

**Achieve Control & Oversight to Deliver a Secure User Experience**

Allow employees to focus on executing their functional roles by offloading mobile device security management to the IT organization

**Business Need:**
- Manage employees’ mobile devices to prevent exposure to various security threats.
- At a minimum, provide visibility and oversight when users employ the device for business use.
- Proactively encourage and enforce security best practices

**Solution:**
- Employ a robust mobile device management infrastructure that can:
  - Assure compliance with corporate security guidelines & policies
  - Deliver security updates (i.e. notifications, malware signatures, etc.)
  - Provide facilities for device wipe, lockdown and application management

**Benefits:**
- Engages employees to establish a balance between self help & employer managed services
- Employees’ time directed at generating business value
- Organization reduces operational risk through greater control
- Realize cost savings in utilizing a single infrastructure to deploy successive device security solutions
Device Security Solution: IBM Endpoint Manager For Mobile

Delivers device security by providing visibility of the devices connected to the enterprise, and supports core capabilities such as device lock, selective wipe and jailbreak detection.

A highly-scalable, unified solution across platforms, device types, and IT functions providing:

- Near-instant deployment of new features and analytics reports in to customer’s environments
- A unified systems and security management solution for all enterprise devices
- Platform to extend integrations with Service Desk, CMDB, SIEM, and other information-gathering systems to mobile devices

- Advanced mobile device management capabilities for iOS, Android, Symbian, and Windows Phone
- Unified management approach capable of automatically enabling VPN access based on security compliance
- Security threat detection and automated remediation
- Will be used internally, extending IBM’s existing 500,000 device endpoint management deployment
Customer Objective:
Gain Visibility and Make Informed Mobile Security Decisions

Deliver an adaptive security posture across various mobile security solutions

Business Need:
- Attain a holistic view of an organization’s mobile security model that consists of more than one solution
- Employ security tactics based on the risk profile of the context to mitigate impact on user experience
- Highlight the need for security challenges to increase compliance

Solution:
- Security analytics:
  - Reporting: gaining visibility across all interactions involving enterprise data and services
  - Risk assessments: calculation of risk profiles of each interaction to inform the security approach to employ
  - Threat detection: active monitoring to identify the emergence of known or new threats

Benefits:
- Security model adapted to user’s context prevents degradation of user experience and increased compliance
- Automation of threat responses mitigates risk and improves productivity
Mobile Security Intelligence: QRadar

- Unified collection, aggregation and analysis architecture for application logs, security events, vulnerability data, identity and access mgmt data, configuration files and network flow telemetry
- A common platform for all searching, filtering, rule writing, and reporting functions
- A single user interface for all log management, risk modeling, vulnerability prioritization, incident detection and impact analysis tasks

Achieve Visibility and Enable Adaptive Security Posture

[Diagram showing Internet, Mobile apps, Websites, Corporate Intranet connected to each other]
Customer Use Cases
European Bank Aims to Deliver Secure Mobile Internet Banking

**Customer Objectives**
- Extend secure access to banking applications to mobile customers
- Enhance productivity of employees to perform secure banking transactions via mobile devices

**Target Mobile Platforms**
- iOS (iPad/iPhone)
- Android
- Windows Mobile (future)

**IBM Security Solution**
- IBM Security Access Manager authenticates requests made via HTTPS from hybrid mobile applications running on WorkLight platform to back-end services
- A custom certificates-based authentication mechanism implemented to secure back-end banking application

**Business Value**
- Reduce operational complexity and cost with a single, scalable infrastructure to secure access to various back-end services from multiple mobile applications
- Customizability of authentication mechanism empowers the bank to guarantee the security of its customers
- Safeguard trust relationship between the bank and its customers using a safe app platform that encrypts local data and delivers app updates immediately once they are available
IBM Security Solution
- User Security coupled with Application Security
- IBM Access Manager for Mobile serves as a Reverse Proxy and provides Web Access Management (WAM) for WorkLight Server
- WorkLight server interfaces with banking services to deliver the data to authorized mobile users of the bank’s mobile app
- WorkLight shell for the mobile app provides encrypted cache for app data
Health Insurance Provider Offers Secure Mobile Access

Customer Objectives
• Differentiate from competitors by offering customers greater access by supporting mobility
• Reduce overhead of paper-based claims processing and call-center volume

Target Mobile Platforms
• iOS (iPad/iPhone)
• Android

IBM Security Solution
• Requests made via HTTPS to multiple back-end services from native device applications protected by IBM Security Access Manager
• Authentication enforced with both Basic Authentication and a custom implementation through Access Manager’s External Authentication Interface

Business Value
• Simultaneously build trust and improve user experience with secure membership management and claims processing
• Improve customer satisfaction and responsiveness through secure mobile solutions
Retailer Intends to Protect Corporate Data on Mobile Devices

**Customer Objectives**
- Prevent the loss or leakage of intellectual property and proprietary information
- Deliver tools to defend employees’ mobile devices from malware

**Target Mobile Platforms**
- iOS (iPad/iPhone)
- Android

**IBM Security Solution**
- Remote management of data and applications on mobile devices that includes selective device wipe feature
- Partnerships to deliver anti-malware services

**Business Value**
- Empower employees to collaborate using mobile devices to drive business value while mitigating the risk of data loss
- Govern corporate data and applications and reduce capital expense in acquiring mobile devices
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